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Personal Background
• Faculty member/administrator at Saskatchewan 

Polytechnic for 14 years
• Masters in Business Administration with research

in Organizational Behaviour
• PhD in Educational Administration (2015) at the 

University of Saskatchewan
• Family connection to trades



Reasons for Research
• Education research focuses on K-12, university
• Little study of technical/vocational education
• Very little study of trades education
• Post-secondary teachers are subject-matter experts,

not teachers first
• While most have come through years of academic 

preparation, trades teachers have a different route



Notions of the good teacher are common in the field 
of education research but, by and large, they focus 
on teachers who work in school education. The idea 
of the good teacher in vocational education and 
training is less evident – both in everyday popular 
experience and in research. Yet the notion of the 
good teacher establishes a moral claim about 
the professional culture of the teacher and the 
occupational culture that they serve which apply 
within vocational education as much as in school 
education. (Palmieri, 2004, p. 1) 



Research Question
How do tradespeople make the transition from 
working in industry to teaching?
• Changes in vocational identity 
• Motivation to change careers
• Competencies brought to teaching from 

prior work and experience
• Learning more about teaching
• Satisfaction factors in the new role



Research on second-career teachers
• Research in K-12 setting looked at motivation and 

decision to change (e.g., Eiffler & Potthoff, 1998; Backes & 
Burns, 2008; Tigchelaar, Brouwer and Korthagen, 2008)

• Research in trades training specifically showed a lack 
of “anticipatory socialization” and “considerable 
dissonance and role strain” (Mealyea, 1988) 

• “Janus-faced occupational identity” of trades 
teachers both encouraged by policy and negotiated 
by individuals (Haycock & Kelly, 2009; Chappell & Johnston, 2003)



The Research Process
• Email invitations sent for survey
• Approx. 600 trades instructors @ three Western 

Canadian technical colleges
• 165 completed responses (Quantitative)
• Survey results analyzed and summarized
• Shared summary with participants willing to be part of 

follow-up discussions
• Met with small groups to discuss and interpret results 

(Qualitative interpretation panels)



Demographics
Survey participants included:
• 27 trades
• Ages 26 - 56+ with 46-55 most common age group
• 29% of participants had supervised 26+ apprentices 

while in industry
• 98% of respondents male
• Range of years of teaching 2 - 26+
• 85% had no training in teaching before

being hired to teach



Vocational Identity
• How would you introduce yourself?

– Tradesperson 
– Teacher or Instructor
– Teacher in my trade – highest agreement

• Important to have trade and teacher identity
– Trade gives legitimacy to teaching
– Builds currency with industry
– Builds on apprentice teaching experience



Vocational Identity
What’s the right mix?
• “Blue collar to white collar” 
• Different rules of conduct in industry vs. college
• Trades instructors struggle to find their place

in college setting
• Few role models among deans or management;

selection favours those with academic credentials
• Isolation by place and by groups within colleges



Motivation to Teach
Teaching offered: Agree Disagree
Better pay 14% 78%
Better benefits 44 44
Better hours 84 6

Way to share trades 
knowledge

96 1

Higher status 40 28
Path following family members 20 70
Way to do something enjoyed as 
volunteer

36 45

Something I felt called to do 49 21



Prior Learning and Experience
• Asked to self-rate on 17 teaching competencies

• Rated highest in general categories: communication 
skills, sense of humour, organization, enthusiasm

• Rated lowest in specific teaching categories: lesson 
planning, ed. technology, curriculum development

• Over time, gained confidence in all 17 competencies



Prior Learning and Experience
• 85% had no formal teacher training pre-hire
• Yet “teaching is part of the trades”
• Unlike other post-sec instructors, 

mentored and taught apprentices
• Prior experience not recognized by employers
• Colleges favour teaching credentials



Learning to Teach
• All of the colleges surveyed had

post-hire training for teaching
• Survey showed strong preference for 

non-formal training vs. academic training
– Discussions with other instructors (96%)
– Informal mentoring (88%)
– Formal training through university (39%)



Satisfaction with Teaching
• Participants generally satisfied with teaching (95%)
• Satisfaction comes from working with students
• Satisfaction from passing on trades knowledge
• Dissatisfaction factors: 

– Pay compared to industry 
– Not feeling valued by the college

• “deep-seated bias against tradespeople”
• “we’re not invited to the ivory tower”



Themes Arising
• Trade continues to be a defining identity factor,

even after leaving industry to teach
• Teaching experience gained with apprentices not 

recognized by colleges
• Instructors feel trades training is not appreciated

within college setting
• Instructors like teaching, feel satisfied
• Chance to talk about their work greatly 

appreciated



Thank you.

Questions
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